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Introducing PIVOT 

Introducing PIVOT, your solution to creating interactive work 
environments. A combination of mobility & ergonomics along with 
uncompromised Scandinavian design brings you the first of its kind, true 
showroom quality, fully interactive touch table. PIVOT allows you the 
freedom to communicate interactively with your clientele as well as your 
colleagues.

The philosophy behind our Scandinavian engineered design is simplicity. 
By allowing the user immediate intuitive interaction through an interactive 
pen, or by simply touching the remarkably responsive multi touch screen, 
the need for a conventional and sluggish keyboard and mouse is 
eliminated, ultimately allowing the user the flexibility and resourcefulness 
in which to increase productivity.
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Safety
Cabinet in 5mm steel with lockable door.
Neat design and no protruding legs

Mobility
Wheels 360° rotating

Powerfull hardware **
Built in computer. Choose between 
three different standards

Flexibility
Motorized acuators for height and 
angle adjustment

Multi-Touch
10 points responsive multi-touch.
InGlass technology with perfect optical clarity InDroid *

Tailor made cabinet for simple 
installation and maintenance. 
Easy access to in and -outputs

4K Ultra-HD
65” or 84” LED display

Soundsystem
Powered by Alpine

Accessories
- Web cam
- VR glasses
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* **



65-84” 4K 
Multi-Touch
By utilizing the pressure sensitivity of Inglass™ technology, 
precision and feel becomes reality within the unparalleled picture 
quality of 4K UHD. Inglass™ technology allows the user to go 
straight from their smaller tablets to PIVOT™ while maintaining the 
same overall
feel of responsiveness and hand gestures.

By dividing up the screen into separate quadrants, multiple users 
can have their own 
 workstation while interacting and working together. The size of the 
screen you select also determines the amount of users that can 
participate simultaneously. 

Specified models 
based on specific needs
PIVOT was designed to suit all needs. Between the Basic, 
All-Round or Professional categories, there is an option that will 
work for you regardless of budget and demand. By using the 
most advanced componentry available, all our models are 
designed to be VR and 4K Video Wall ready, making PIVOT the 
perfect multifunctional device for you.

Performance 
and connectivity
PIVOT was specifically designed to impress the user’s clients in 
public spaces such as exhibition halls or showrooms. 
Understanding that content security and tampering are a huge 
concern, we designed a simple and smart, fully hinged, lockable 
access panel. Any device or other external equipment that is 
plugged in can stay connected once the access panel is shut and 
locked. In addition to keeping your data content secure, this feature 
also allows PIVOT to maintain its unparalleled design 
characteristics by concealing the cable clutter.

Our precisely engineered systems provide users with the ultimate 
immersive experience. By featuring the latest GeForce GTX 
graphics cards, Exxact VR ready systems are built to deliver the raw 
frame rates and high resolution required for demanding VR 
experiences.



Ergonomic and Flexible
To minimize the strain on your back and shoulders, PIVOT allows the user to adjust the effective 
working height and angle of the touch table for a truly ergonomic work experience. With four 
recessed, low profile casters, PIVOT can be moved effortlessly around in your office or home 
allowing for a broader use area and eliminating the need for multiple units which ultimately 
means cost savings.

The flexibility and mobility of PIVOT makes it the perfect tool for team planning and small group 
training, as well as presentations for your special clientele.



Effortless User Experience
Through touch interaction, communication becomes faster and more intelligent. By allowing the participants to physically interact with any 
presentation, the users are not only able to more fully understand the information that is being delivered, it allows for full involvement from the 
clients/customers, enabling them to enhance and expand on presented materials that will directly benefit their needs.  Ultimately, this provides 
for a more creative and productive work environment.

Depending on your vision of how the PIVOT touch table will enhance your operations, there is a vast variety of touch software solutions to 
choose from. Our team will work with you directly, and assist you in selecting the best fit to suit your needs.  PIVOT will provide your business 
with simple solutions to effective and interactive work flow in document and graphics handling.

Let PIVOT exemplify the values and innovations that you and your business strive for.  Modern, effective, simple and solution based 
technology that will be sure to improve relationships with clients, customers and employees alike. 



Choose the color you desire

Choose from one of our standard colors, or put your own personal touch on the design by choosing your own.



Support all OS
         Everyone has differing preferences for Operating Systems. Regardless of your decision on OS, all PIVOT touch tables go 
through vigorous testing before leaving our warehouse to make sure the user gets a true plug and play experience. This is our 

guarantee to our customers and a standard practice for all products associated with the TECKNIQ™ brand.



Manufacturerer of interactive furnitures and solutions for public environments
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Europe and Asia

Nordic TECKNIQ AB
info @ teckniq.com
+46 739-314-152
Tomtebogatan 21
113 39 Stockholm
Sweden
Org.nr: 559041-0113

United Kingdom

TECKNIQ Ltd.
uk @ teckniq.com
+44 739-314-152 33-34
Dolben St London SE1 0UQ
LONDON, 
United Kingdom
Reg.no: 10147946

Americas

TECKNIQ Llc.
us @ teckniq.com
+1 917 682 6279
25 Crestview Drive
Pleasantville NY 10570
NEW YORK, USA
Reg.no: 81-4105320


